Upgrade to UFED Physical Analyzer 7.6 today!

UPGRADE NOW

UFED Physical Analyzer 7.6 helps recover
critical data from Zalo and SMS database!
RELEASED: JUNE 04, 2018

Cellebrite is happy to announce that UFED Physical Analyzer, UFED Logical Analyzer and
Cellebrite Reader 7.6 are now available.
You will notice that in this version we have added new capabilities that will help you reveal a
greater amount of evidence for your investigation.

Recover additional SMS events by decoding the SMS Database icing_mmssms.db for
Android devices, while removing duplicate entries.
View photos and videos by location - Image and video thumbnails are now presented on
a map. This allows users to quickly review image and video files with location positions.
You can now have two views when viewing a chat – A conversation view, and a
Timeline Table view of the chat messages per chat. Simply double click the chat
conversation or click the conversation view icon.
Decoding support for the Zalo application (a video calls app with more than 50 million
installers) for iOS and Android devices. You can recover data such as user account
information, single and group chats, contacts, call logs, locations, pictures and stickers.

Important Reminder
UFED Physical Analyzer can decode full file system extractions of iOS devices, including
Keychain. To view the full Keychain in our File Format Viewer, simply right click the Data
column in the password model, and select to view the Keychain in the File format viewer.

We have also added support for 135 new app versions for iOS
and Android devices, including:

Dropbox 94.2.6 (Android), 94.2 (iOS)
Facebook Messenger version 165.0.0.25.92 (Android)
Gmail version 8.4.8.194949231.release (Android), 5.0.180408 (iOS)
Instagram version 44.0.0.9.93 (Android), 43.0 (iOS)
Kik Messenger 13.1.0.7937 (Android)
LinkedIn 4.1.168 (Android), 13.1.0 (iOS)
Telegram Messenger 4.8.6 (Android)
Twitter 7.43.1 (Android)
WeChat 6.6.6 (Android)
WhatsApp 2.18.122 (Android)

This version resolves the following issues:
A crash occurs when pressing press CTRL+A, to select all images in the images
thumbnail view.
Deleted indication appears to all items when generation a PDF report with deleted and
non-deleted items for a Mass storage device.
Decoding of participants in the Viber application’s chat messages.
Decoding when parsing contacts and SMS messages from the Nokia RM 1136 device.
Decoding while parsing the swiftkey app for Android devices

Cryptographic hash values information
You can validate the integrity of Cellebrite's UFED software files by verifying their
cryptographic hash values. This can help you identify whether a file has been changed from
its original state

Product

MD5 value

SHA256 value

UFED Physical Analyzer

6266f22b61088616e88e9a 11b9dffde0621297165cbb99c04
7be85e4ea1
92c22e534ac58ba5b2602c10e4
7397fddf89f

UFED Logical Analyzer

3d6ca74429f50396dcfd8f2
572d31a9d

400ffbe1ffae3d55088fc267b35b
27f3895e673962ad1bd05170fdd
468b993ee

Cellebrite Reader

ff4a00ca2ae2ff3e555f9357 ee73a09ab9a22c12b1967afa70
cf86d788
3682fbb39f5a7b0abf5809a6bf5f
a970cc4b04
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